CONTRIBUTIONS TO RECOGNITION OF SOME PARTICULARITIES OF THE LINGUAL MUCOSA CONDITIONS.
Part of the oral cavity structure, the tongue plays an important role, both by its functions, and pathology, which sometimes can seriously damage the state of the entire body. As an important component of the dento-maxillary apparatus, the tongue has particular appreciative and perceptive abilities, also playing a role in articulation. The conditions of the mucosa and profound tissues of the tongue are generically named glossitis. Glossitis encompasses a wide range of conditions, from the common saburral deposits up to various forms of glossitis or the impressive tumoral lesions. A clinical-statistical study has been conducted on a group of 24 patients, females and males, 55 - 70 years old, in order to monitor the detection of the lingual mucosa lesions. The damage of the lingual mucosa of the examined patients was subject to statistical analysis, revealing 24 patients with lingual mucosa lesions. The analysis of the type of lesion highlighted the diversity of the presented forms of lesions. For a proper medical conduct, the dentist should know the degree of involvement of the aggravating factors in the onset of oral mucosa lesion, its particularities, and apply them in a customized manner; proper examination can be very important in detecting and treating these conditions.